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CURRENT WEATHER

Today
15°/27°

Tomorrow
16°/23°

HIKING

Tuesday
14°/22°

Summery weather will still prevail on Sunday and longer sunny intervals are
expected during the day. In the afternoon, scattered cumulus clouds will locally
form, whereby the risk for thunderstorms will not be overly high. However, one or
another thunderstorm cannot be fully excluded. At the beginning of next week, the
air layers will generally become more unstable again. Consequently, bigger
cumulus clouds will repeatedly interfere with the weather and result in scattered
rain showers or thunderstorms. Sunny conditions are temporarily expected too.
From midweek onwards, the wind will veer northwards and the temperatures will
slowly decrease. Moreover, the weather will remain unsteady and rain showers are
repeatedly expecte

HINT

SHORT VILLAGE WALK THROUGH SEE
Starting from the cable car station in See the village hike proceeds along the main
road out of the valley to the information boards in the hamlet of Elis and from here
continues a further 200m uphill to the Hotel 'Weißes Lamm'. Continue right
afterwards, past the church, until you arrive at the hamlet of Schusterhaus,
passing the famous Lourdes chapel. From here continue to Oberhaus and via a
lovely meadow trail to the hamlet of Klaus until you reach the tarmac road. This
proceeds slightly downhill, crossing the Klausbach, past the village Alpine dairy to
Gasthof 'Frohe Aussicht'. The path then finally heads back out of the valley to See.

HINT

SUNNY MOUNTAIN ADVENTURE PARK

GAMES, SPORTS AND WATERPARK IN SEE

Fun and games for young and old are guaranteed. Hop on the Diasbahn cable car
to get to the spacious Children's playground with slide tower, treading water,
trampoline, low rope garden, Flaxi village, petting zoo, fishpond and much more.
The Sunny Mountain adventure park is a paradise and makes children's eyes
shine. And for parents there is a relaxation oasis with deckchairs and beach
chairs in the middle of the mountain panorama.

Around the extensive bathing area, a true leisure paradise awaits you! While your
children let off steam on our exceptional adventure playground, you can relax on
the sun terrace or in our spacious sunbathing area. Need more action? Show off
your skills and play a round of football, tennis or beach volleyball with the whole
family. Which team will win?

Info: the Alblittbahn is also open today from 9.00 am - 12.00 pm

Opening hours:
Daily from 9.00 am – 7.00 pm (depending on weather)

